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Position: Striker Alex English quietly walked over his business, while Bird, Magic, Michael and Detroit's Bad Boys dominated the headlines in the 1980s -- scoring more points this decade than any other player. When he left the NBA in 1991 after 15 seasons in the league, he ranked seventh on the scorers
list with 25,613 points. Advertising At 6'7 and just under 190 pounds, English was wafer-thin but remarkably durable. He missed only seven games in 10 years and never suffered a major injury. This thin body is made for basketball, he said. He had one of the game's unstoppable shots, a quick release
one-handed shot that he liked to spin while he was on the road. He wasn't considered a top defensive player, but otherwise he was well rounded. In 1985-86, for example, he led the Denver Nuggets in free-throw accuracy and offensive rebounds and was second in assists while averaging 29.8 points per
game. English never fits the stupid jock stereotype. He was president of the NBA Players Association, published three volumes of poetry, and starred in the 1987 film Amazing Grace and Chuck. He organized NBA players to help hunger victims in Ethiopia, and he was co-chairman of the Hands Across
America Sports Committee. The Englishman grew up in Columbia, South Carolina and attended the University of South Carolina in his hometown. His professional career began slowly; He played two seasons with the Milwaukee Bucks before signing with the Indiana Pacers in 1978. Transferred to Denver
in 1980, he found immediate satisfaction in the racehorse offense of trainer Doug Moe. In 1980-81, English was one of three Nuggets to average more than 20 points per game. In 1982-83, he became the first teammate in 28 years to score in the NBA with Kiki Vandeweghe. The English average of 28.4
was not his career high; In 1985/86 he averaged 29.8 and in 1986/87 28.6. In 1990 he moved to the Dallas Mavericks for a non-descript season and then went to Italy to continue his career. English became the first NBA player to score 2,000 points in eight consecutive seasons. He was hired by the
Toronto Raptors in 2004. For more on the greatest basketball players of all time, visit: The lingo, complexity and sheer scale of on-demand computing often seem so huge that it can be crippling. But if you pull away the marketing spin and the many terms used to describe this phenomenon, you can
reduce it to two sentences that everyone understands: waste not, don't want and numbers as they go. Although the concept may be simple, the execution is not the lag. Full at the enterprise level requires a level of reporting and management that is not the case in most companies. This includes rethinking
the organizational structure of IT -- and focusing on the needs of companies, not technical specialties. In the effort that the Thicket, here's an easy way to think about on-demand computing: it's when computer resources are made available to users on a demand basis. These dynamically allocated
resources can be managed within the organization itself or procured through a service provider. Many in IT use the term utility computing as a synonym for on-demand computing, but Utility implies near-complete use of outsourcing, application service providers, and managed services. For some
executives, the idea of turning on a tap and getting all the IT you need -- along with an easy-to-read bill at the end of the month -- is appealing. But it will be a long time before this becomes a reality in a large company. Existing infrastructure investments, as well as a desire to use IT as a competitive
distinguishing pattern in selected strategic areas, make the 100% utility model unworkable for most. No matter how you define it, on-demand is in demand. In a recent online survey by Computerworld, 32% of 765 respondents said they track, control or use on-demand computing, while 30% investigate.
The economy is the main driver. Most companies have streamlined their IT environment and are looking for ways to make additional profits, said Jo-An Skowronek, vice president of business development at Affiliated Computer Services Inc., a Dallas warehouse. In 2003, when Cigna Corp. began talking to
IBM about on-demand, cost-cutting was the main motivator, said Ben Flock, vice president of virtualization at the Philadelphia-based health insurer. Cigna used more than 3,000 servers for countless applications, including self-service portals used by many of its 10 million customers. We had developed
apps in flight, so we had a lot of legacy [systems], Flock says. Originally, Cigna's goal was simply to move all applications to a single version of IBM's WebSphere to reduce operating costs, he says. But when IBM said Cigna was a candidate for on-demand, Flock agreed. Other on-demand pioneers also
turned to the computer model to save money. Two years ago, when Exxon Mobil Corp. in Irving, Texas, turned its Mobil Travel Guide unit into an autonomous division, Mobile Travel Guide CIO Paul Mercurio went down the service provider path and chose IBM's On Demand Linux Virtual Services to host
and manage the division's e-business applications. Despite the name Exxon Mobil, we acted as a start-up. We knew we were going to grow fast, and our business was seasonal, he says. Every major provider of offers on-demand in any form, depending on the history and strengths of this provider. Some
focus on management and reporting tools, others on virtualization, and others on the service model. But a successful on-demand strategy also requires organizational changes. At Georgia-Pacific Corp., CIO Dallas is trying to retool the IT mentality before introducing on-demand products and services. His
goal is to help his 1,200 IT staff think more like business people before the Atlanta-based conglomerate switch to on-demand. We have to run IT like a business, but what does that really mean?, Dallas asks. For someone who has been in IT all his career, that's an empty phrase. To make the expression
meaningful, Georgia-Pacific brings all IT staff through workshops on financial literacy and other fiscal training. Dallas has also hired a communications specialist to constantly communicate the changes the new model will bring, and Georgia-Pacific has set up centers of excellence in three key areas --
business intelligence, server support and e-commerce -- where on-demand is being tested. We're still in the early stint, Dallas says, but we think it's important to adopt on-demand as a business model and then introduce the technology. Alignment is all If there is an unexplored aspect of on-demand, it is
that the model cannot succeed in one of its primary goals -- adapting IT usage to business requirements -- unless coupled with a business process methodology. Some of the methods developed are IT Information Library (ITIL), Balanced Scorecard, Business Service Management, and
PortfolioManagement. These disciplines force organizations to start at number one, which can be frustrating for IT managers who expect rapid benefits. Even the basic nomenclature must be addressed; If storage capacity or administrator is not defined exactly the same way in all of an organization's data
centers and IT groups, it is impossible to pool and manage these resources. According to Chris Buss, Manager Virtualization at Hewlett-Packard Co., this lesson was learned from Philips Semiconductors when the manufacturer implemented the Utility Data Center, HP's taste of on-demand. Philips quickly
found out they needed a standard nomenclature, Buss says. So, with the help of us, they used ITIL to create a set of universal definitions that they called the Soldier's Handbook. Buss says Philips has since achieved 45% cost reductions in data center operations. Despite the demand, unrealistic
expectations and contradictory definitions have so far been incorporated on demand. Fortunately, the top hype is over, replaced by a sober assessment of the limitations of the model. There are a number of business goals that can help solve the solution when needed, says Bill Mooz, Senior Director of
Utility Computing at Sun Microsystems Inc. But it will IT spending doesn't magically reduce it alone, he adds. If your costs are too high, it may be because you are using the wrong architecture or operating model, he says. You need to address the cause before you worry about [on-demand] as a financial
model. What must be on demand? Analysts say Apple's price comparisons would be a big step. All major system vendors have identified this confluence of trends [distributed enterprise computing] and responded with a mix of services and highly distributed software, said Dan Kusnetzky, an analyst at
Framingham, Mass.-based IDC. But they have all spun it in their own way; there are now a dozen keywords for on-demand. Kusnetzky says on-demand will become more accepted in companies as terminology and pricing models become more standardized. Flock says Cigna's switch to an on-demand
model for its IBM WebSphere operations has significantly reduced costs. In addition, the maturation of discipline promises to bring about the hoped-for link between thinking needs and the allocation of IT resources. The initial drivers for on-demand were reduced operating costs, Flock says. But we now
see other benefits, such as improved security and performance guarantees. It looks like the real thing. Ulfelder is a Computerworld writer based in Southboro, Mass. Contact him at sulfelder@charter.net. On-Demand, Un-HypedStories in this report: Copyright © 2004 IDG Communications, Inc. The Office
of Women's Health e-Update e-Update e-Update e-Update highlights FDA health initiatives, meetings, and regulatory safety information. Back to top
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